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Abstract 

Corruption and good governance are unreceptive powers that effectively work in any developing nation. 

While corruption spreads significantly, good governance is to be constructed step by determined step.  

Good governance plays a significant role to counter social evils and poverty. Strong and loyal 

administration always supports minimizing corruption and comes up with the light of hope for the nation. 

This research paper will go a long way in contributing to the policymaking process for the elimination of 

corruption from Pakistani society and also enlighten the good kaleidoscope in their teaching and research 

efforts respectively. 
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Introduction 

Menace of corruption in developing countries like Pakistan has become an accepted norm.  At the 

same time, corruption is understood to be the cancer of the foundation of societal and economic 
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foundations of the state. There is no sector of economy and society that looks at the outset, 

corruption-free. The irony of fate is that the organs of state that are responsible for alleviation and 

eradication of corruption and corrupt practices are themselves responsible for the growth of corrupt 

culture in society1 . 

 

This research paper reviews the existing contemporary literature on corruption in Pakistan and 

contests the Class Conflict theory of Karl Marx, explaining the corruption based on the constant 

struggle of Proletariat against Bourgeois depriving them of their rightful economic rights2. 

Economic loss to the society, the manifestation of corruption in various forms in diverse sectors 

as documented, reported and investigated by contemporary Watch Dogs like Transparency 

International (TI), the present anti-corruption institutional system in Pakistan and result from 

analysis makes part of this research paper. This paper hypothesizes that Economic disparity is 

necessary but not enough condition for growing corruption in Pakistan and equalization in access 

to resources is the only way forward in the elimination of corruption from Pakistani society. 

In this reference, Ronald Wraith and Edgar Simpkins in their book "Corruption and Developing 

Countries" describe the problem of corruption in a very interesting way3. They describe that the 

people who try to live as amoral men in such a society which in amoral will give - up their honesty 

under societal duress and family pressure, they would develop an ambition that can only be 

achieved through illegitimate means. However, if they fail in their dishonest overtures they would 

be left out by such an immoral society and will be stigmatized as defeated ones. The problem of 

corruption is common in the developing countries who are members of the commonwealth. Such 
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is the situation of civil servants, Ministers, and Parliamentarians. The corruption is everywhere as 

an accepted norm from church to the Government. 

 

Anthony Giddens refers to Karl Marx who claims that the Proletariats gain not enough in society 

but they sell their cheaper labour. They feel treated poorly by the middle class. They only survive. 

There is almost no chance of achieving a better status. The bourgeoisie exploits and degrade the 

Proletariat. The Proletariats are just used to improve production in society that turns in to 

capitalism. This is how the Proletariats are bent upon using the illegitimate way of earning a better 

status through a system called corruption. 

 

Subhash C Kashyap, in "Eradication of Corruption and Restoration of Values, treatises” JS Verna 

"Former Chief Justice of India states that corruption is so rampant that everyone knows it, everyone 

sees it and every moment of our life comes across it4. Only the restoration of values can hamper it 

in this dismal scenario of degenerating society. He refers to Stuart Mill that an individual's worth 

has deteriorated to the all-time low in morality. Today's trouble is that ideals and role models are 

no more available to the younger generation. He sees no time to use and he sees that the real hope 

lies in the restoration of moral values to curb corruption from Indian society. 

George Cremer, in his book "Corruption and Development Aid, Confronting the Challenges"5 says 

that dealing with corruption specifically in developing countries must include the global context 

of this phenomenon. He says that there is always a risk in the accountability process of 

International aid with the political elite in the developing countries. Because the lines share flows 
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to the political elites, he says that the term corruption applies only when the behavior of a 

contractive official defies the accepted norms of his society. Corruption is a global phenomenon 

and it is manifested in international economic relations. 

Daniel Smilov, in his article," Anti-Corruption Bodies as Discourse Controlling Instruments: 

Experiences from South-East Europe6 Governments, NGO's and anti-corruption, the New Integrity 

Warriors"7edited by Peter and Barry studies in European Political Science, University of 

Burlingame UK, writes that anti-corruption efforts are a must for the political parties. He focuses 

his understanding of corruption on the target groups including politicians, judges, journalists, 

NGO's, and businesses. He sees the police and prosecutors as political party machines and 

concludes that any success of anti-corruption efforts lies in a healthy process of democratic 

representation. 

Nick Lampert in his article "The Whistle-Blowers, Corruption and Citizens, Complaints in USSR," 

in the book "Corruption Causes, Consequences, and Control," edited by Michal Clark, concludes 

that the growing importance of law becomes ever larger and more intricate8. The complaints 

arising out of public office must be dealt with by law enforcement. He further concludes that the 

problem of corruption can only be resolved from the top. The centralized political management is 

always responsible for enforcement in avoidance of law against corrupt practices in the lower ranks 

of the Government. 

 

Potential Contributions and Limitations of the Study 
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This research paper will go a long way toward contributing to the policymaking process for the 

elimination of corruption from Pakistani society. For the students on the subject, a considerable 

amount of relevant data is juxtaposed scientifically in this research paper. For the teachers and 

further researchers, this paper gives quite a good kaleidoscope in their teaching and research efforts 

respectively. For the common man/woman interested to know about the corruption in Pakistan and 

way forward in eliminating this menace from the society, all relevant facts and figures are found 

available in one place. Due to the limited time and scope of the study, the personal interviews and 

concerns of all the relevant departments and walks of life across the country have not been 

possible. However, all relevant sources and links are given in-text and in the bibliography of this 

research paper will help in further research on the topic. 

 
 The present study provides a detailed analysis of the conceptual books on corruption from 

international literature. The study also analyses contemporary reports/documents on corruption in 

Pakistan. 

 

Corruption Occurrence in Pakistan 

 
Every country has its definition and understanding of the terms "corruption and corrupt activities" 

so it is a difficult task to put forth its exact definition.9 However, theoretically, the corrupt means 

utterly broke. Aristotle defines corruption as a condition when good habits are abandoned by a 

person. Morris defined corruption as an act of misuse of public power. 

Corruption according to the scales can be categorized as petty, grand, and systematic corruption. 

The scale of corruption is called petty when small amounts of favours and money are involved. 
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Usually, this form of corruption is found in personal connections and where public servants are 

lowly paid. In developing countries like Pakistan, this form of corruption is commonly found in 

almost every walk of society10. Grand corruption is found in the highest levels of government, 

significantly subverting the political, judicial, and economic system. Usually, authoritarian and 

dictatorial governments are found involved in grand corruption11. But weak democracies like that 

in Pakistan are equally corrupt in the developing and underdeveloped countries. Systemic 

corruption occurs due to the weakness of a process or an organization12. In such departments, 

individual officials or their front men are found in systemic corruption in such sort of corruption. 

Lack of transparency, discretionary powers, low salaries, and culture of impunity are causing. 

 

The acts of corruption include embezzlement, rent-seeking, extortion, and bribery. Corruption is 

equally found in the public and private sectors, but in Pakistan the public sector is the biggest 

harbinger of corruption. World Bank found that the policymakers whether elected officials or 

bureaucrats are the deciding factors in the level of corruption in a country like Pakistan. Usually, 

public corruption is carried through the police prosecution. Such sort of corruption is exerted 

through the political patronage by way of intimidating the masses and falsifying the evidence etc13. 

 

Usually, the labour unions are also involved in the manipulation of businesses, industries, 

consumers, and workers. They provide rich gangs of organized criminal groups. Such organized 
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corrupt groups are present in all the big cities of Pakistan and the big enterprises of the country. 

They are similarly involved in bribery, embezzlement, theft, fraud, extortion, and blackmail14. 

 

The Anti-Corruption Legal Mechanism in Pakistan 

 
i. Prevention of Corruption Acts: 1947 and 1958 

Pakistan adopted the 1947 Prevention of Corruption Act, particularly for the bureaucratic circles. 

The same act was adopted in the princely states in 195215. However, in 1958 a new act was 

introduced in the entire country called Prevention of Corruption Act 1958. This act extended to 

the districts of Pakistan. 

ii. NAB Ordinance 1999 

Musharraf government in 1999 promulgated the NAB Ordinance for the establishment of an 

autonomous National Accountability Ordinance under the federal government and sub-offices in 

the provincial headquarters. NAB is mandated to apprehend, investigate, issue earnest warrants, 

and prosecute the corrupt persons in the country16. These accused persons are then trialed in the 

accountability courts who have the right of appeal in the higher judiciary. Those who are found 

guilty cannot hold public office for ten years. 

iii. Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Anti-Corruption Legislation 

In November 2013, the KPK government enacted KPK anti-government act 2013. They gave the 

mandate to well-thought out the board to NAB about arresting and prosecuting the officials of all 

departments found or alleged to be involved in the corruption in the province17. 
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iv. Extent, Harms and Hazards of Corruption for Pakistan 

As reported by TI in 2014, PKR 8.5 Trillion was lost in corruption, tax evasion, and bad 

governance in the last PPP's government from 2008 to 2013. 

Annual Loss of the exchequer due to corruption (in Billion Rupees) 

Table 

SROs FBR 

Official 

Non-tax 

Revenue 

Black 

Economy 

Tax 

Evasion 

Mega 

Projects 

Miscellaneous 

 

Total 

600 685 155 750 200 360 250 3000 

Source: Transparency International 2013 

 

The total expenditure of Pakistan in the annual budget is around PKRs 4000 Billion, while revenue 

earned is around PKR 27000 Billion. To meet the deficit, the GOP has to borrow from internal and 

external sources. The debt servicing costs the GOP around 15% of the total spending, whereas the 

corruption costs PKR 3000 billion annually. If the same pilferage is plugged the per capita income 

can simply grow by 200% and Pakistan can be enlisted in the middle-income countries. Most of 

the basic economic problems can be solved in a short period if the money being wasted in the 

corruption is utilized in the nation-building.18 From 2013 onwards social media has summed the 

form of citizen journalism in Pakistan. All the cases of corruption are put on social networking 

websites including the election rigging in the country. Transparency International in 2010 defined 

the factors involved in judicial corruption as below: 

Pubic prosecutors, magistrates, judges, witnesses, court employees, high courts and lower courts 

under the influence of bar councils were alleged to be involved in nepotism.  The education system 

in Pakistan Tl in 2010 investigated that the admissions in the education institutions are granted 

through alternative and abnormal methods to the children of the elite class of politicians, 
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businessmen, and technocrats. State-owned public schools are facing poor management and 

incompetence. Similarly gaining access to public health services essentially goes through the 

corrupt process fielded by doctors, nurses, and hospital staff. 

Police and law enforcement agencies are top amongst the corrupt departments where payment of 

bribery is a common practice. The public utility services like gas, electricity, and water is not an 

exception in Pakistan. There is another unique sector of corruption that is observed in Pakistani 

Cricket sports fixing scandals. Sting operations were reported in August 2010 and decided against 

Pakistani players in November 2011 by the Southward court in London. 

 

Mega Scams of Corruption in the Previous Government (2008 - 2013) 

 

 Ex-PM GiIlani’s Son pressurized officials of the Ministry of Health into allocating a quota 

(worth Rs.70 billion) of controlled chemical ephedrine to two different Multan based 

pharmaceutical companies. 

 Supreme Court of Pakistan took suo-moto of Pakistan Steel Mills leasing out a case 

involving corruption of Rs. 26.5 billion. However, the FIA investigation was hampered by 

the ministry of interior, Mr. Rehman Malik. 

 Pakistan’s flagship airline Pakistan International Airlines and Pakistan Railways were 

brought into loss intentionally by the then government to facilitate the other private and 

regional airlines and the trucker’s association in the country19. 

 The then President of Pakistan Medical and Dental Council was reported to be involved in 

the fake registration of medical professionals, allowing for inexperienced personnel to take 

up Important positions in the field of medicine. 
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  Ex-PM Raja Pervez was allegedly involved in these cases of RPPs corruption but was later 

cleared by the NAB. His involvement, in this case, earned him the nickname “Raja Rental”. 

Forty NATO containers went missing on their way to the International Security Assistance 

Force (ISAF) in Afghanistan. It was later identified that the missing containers carried 

cargo that was considered contraband in Pakistan, including liquor to be sold in Pakistan. 

The inquiry report never came to fore20. 

 In the HAJJ scam, the then Minister for religious affairs Mr. Hamid Kazmi was found 

allegedly involved in the illegal Hajj quotas to the fake travel agents. However, the case is 

politicized and the accused not punished. 

 The National Insurance Company Limited scandal was first reported in the media in 2012 

involving the purchase of 10 acres of land in Karachi. Mr. Makhdoom Amin Fahim the 

Minister for Commerce and Mr. Niazi the illegally appointed chairman NICL were found 

hands in glove for this corruption21. 

The financial corruption and its acceptance in society have given rise to a score of other economic 

and social evils which at the face of them look insurmountable. An analysis, in brief, is given 

below. 

The budget deficit has become an increasing phenomenon in the country. Every government comes 

and goes without trying to resolve the problem by seriously tackling the problem. The political 

expediency at the cost of greater national interests is compromised as an ad-hoc arrangement. 
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Tax to GDP ratio is one of the lowest in Pakistan as compared to other contemporary economies. 

People avoid taxes and those who pay taxes payless22. The tax base is not increased due to the lash 

back of interest groups lobbying in the corridors of power. The connivance of tax official at the 

grassroots level cause around Rs. 685 billion loss to the national exchequer. The SROs on political 

motivation cause the economy to the tune of PKR 600 billion. 

 

Looking at the corrupt practices of prominent figures and other general masses also find the ways 

and means to the methodical corruption for getting their things done. This makes the cost of living 

costlier23 .Unemployment grows in the country and thus poverty grows beyond limits. In a country 

like Pakistan where the population is increasing constantly, the infrastructure, health, and 

educational facilities cannot be provided by the government at the proportional growth of 

population. The frustrated population assumes the agitation posture and those who are acutely 

frustrated gain the assassination of merit. At the level of society, they go for crimes and thefts. The 

terrorists take advantage of this situation and the situation becomes more gruesome. The corrupt 

society cannot naturally grow in the human development indices. Indictors like poverty, 

unemployment, illiteracy, epidemics, etc. give a dismal state of affairs which is exactly visible in 

Pakistan. The race for access to the eager resources in a country like Pakistan grows beyond 

control. The weaker sections of society are further marginalized 

The stories of corruption also earn a negative impression among foreign investors. The confidence 

of foreign investors cannot be won24. Thus, further job and employment opportunities are 
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minimized due to a lack of investment in the business. The spirit of the Diasporas abroad goes low 

about their own country on foreign soils. Thus, a whole plethora of social and economic problems 

emerge if the corrective measures against corruption are not seriously undertaken at all levels 

especially at the top level of society.25 

 

Causes of the failure of Anti-Corruption system in Pakistan 

 

Pakistani society is highly tolerant and thus prone to the acceptance of high handedness and 

corruption by the powerful people in society. People so often collude with the public functionaries 

greasing their palms for getting their things done by them. Most people avoid paying taxes and 

collude with tax officials and bribe them26. Those who are sitting at the helm of affairs are more 

concerned about their self-enrichment instead of ensuring service delivery to the general masses. 

Anti-corruption efforts fail and further encourage the corrupt and dishonest individuals in society. 

This has a robust devastating effect on the social fabric of society27. 

Therefore, it can be safely said that the anti-corruption mechanisms in Pakistan failed due to the 

weaker institutional system in Pakistan28. The departments of anti-corruption themselves became 

corrupt partly due to their inherent institutional weaknesses and largely due to the political support 

to the corrupt officials in the country29. NAB, initially came with a big bang and showed good 

results but later it was observed that efforts of NAB were mainly towards the political capturing 
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and aimed at that military and bureaucratic official who were politically affiliated to the two 

mainstream political parties in the country. Across the board, apprehensions were far and few 

between.  

Those who were caught with full proof and were successfully trialed in the courts of law were 

given the facility of a plea bargain by NAB30. In this way by depositing a part of looted money 

these individuals were freed. This process resulted in the pseudo-love of masses for these political 

parties and they again successively came into power to looting the country by way of corruption 

beyond her sustainable power31. NAB became controversial and the appointments to its chairman 

remained from the chosen retired military and civil retired military officials who had the blessings 

of the leader in the house of parliament and the leader of the opposition, both involved in mega 

scams of corruption. An appointment of impartial sewing or retired Supreme Court judge could 

have always been a better choice to saving the image of this national anti-corruption institution in 

the country. 

 

 

Conclusion 
Corruption in society can be simply calculated as below. 

 

Degree of corruption = Monopoly + Discretion – Transparency - Morality 

 

Based on the above analysis, it is concluded that Karl Marx's conflict theory of economic disparity 

does not augur well in the case study of corruption in Pakistan. It can be safely said that though 
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the economic disparity is one of the primary but not enough conditions for corruption in Pakistan32. 

Corruption is rampant and widespread in the country. Wright Mills, a famous American 

sociologist, has given a well thought out conflict theory which explains the condition of corruption 

in a country like Pakistan. He said in his theory that the whole social structure came in to being as 

a result of negotiation and struggle of people from different areas, thoughts, ideas, interests, and 

conflicts. Society is determined and shaped by its power, and resources. Personal troubles and 

issues impact the social structure and economic power is not the only factor. He concluded that a 

corruption-free society can only be established when the differential of power is reduced amongst 

the people living in a society. 

In Pakistan overpopulation of one hundred eighty million, unemployment, under-employment, 

poverty, illiteracy, and above all terrorism with a sense of impunity promotes the culture of 

corruption in Pakistani society. Corruption is the biggest social issue that has its deeper and wider 

prongs into the polity, morality, and economy of Pakistan33. If the issue of corruption is dealt 

comprehensively and through an integrated approach, all other economic, financial, and social 

issues can automatically be dealt with effectively.  

 

 

Way Forward 

 
The way forward in dealing with the issue of corruption in Pakistan particularly lies only in the 

reforms in the electioneering process whereby the truly representative government can be 

formed34. The true democracy holds a larger promise in the way of elimination of corruption from 
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the society. Aiming at the reduction of petty corruption is not the solution. The political corruption 

and strengthening of the institutional mechanism are the only step forward on the behest of full 

political will 200135. 

Elimination of corruption is not possible in the short-term measures, instead of comprehensive 

economic planning and legislation is required to eradicate corruption from the society. According 

to the changed realities, the laws and regulations have to be changed through legislation. More 

strict laws by the parliament under the pressure of civil society will help change the situation. The 

discretionary powers at all levels have to be curbed so that the loopholes may not leave space for 

corrupt practices in the departments. Pakistani society is in the transformative phase where the 

middle class is growing rapidly and the proportion of youth population is increasing. Awareness 

against corruption can rapidly creep into the public at such a transformative stage. Therefore, the 

reformative process against the feudal mentality and poverty alleviation plans by the people's 

cooperatives and NGOs is the most appropriate step to whisk away corruption from the society 

with a new mindset of the youth and middle class against institutional and non-institutional 

corruption in Pakistani society. 
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